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ABSTRACT

Thirteen U.S. states have mandatory interdistrict open enrollment policies under which public
schools are required to accept students from outside their school district. Another thirteen states
encourage but do not require schools to accept students from outside their district. A growing body
of research finds that mandatory open enrollment policies lower housing values in desirable school
districts. This finding is attributed to students no longer needing to live near a good school to
attend a good school. This paper extends the same analysis to optional open enrollment policies,
using Indiana as a case study, and finds no evidence that house prices are affected when school
districts voluntarily introduce open enrollment. The argument is that voluntary open enrollment
can be expected to have less of an effect on house prices than mandatory open enrollment because
of school districts’ self-selection into participation. Specifically, property owners in school districts
where school quality is weakly capitalized into housing prices have weaker incentives to oppose
open enrollment. As evidence for this selection mechanism, the paper shows that less of the land is
developed and capitalization is weaker in school districts that enroll many non-resident students.
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Eligibility to attend public primary and secondary schools in the United States has traditionally

been determined by the location of a family’s residence. By buying or renting housing in a par-

ticular geographically-defined school district, one receives the right to enroll children in the local

public school. Economists have long debated whether and how much the quality of local schools is

capitalized into the price of housing in such a context.

Over the past several decades, the importance of this right has been altered by a variety of

“school choice” initiatives, for which enrollment eligibility is not determined by residency. These

initiatives include charter schools, private school vouchers, magnet schools, intra-district open en-

rollment, and – the subject of this paper – interdistrict open enrollment. The idea of interdistrict

open enrollment (henceforth “IOE”) is to allow students to attend school in a district where they

do not live, giving families more choices and motivating public schools to improve by fomenting

competition (Barseghyan et al., 2014). School districts are reimbursed for educating the additional

students. Thirteen states have a general requirement that school districts accept non-resident appli-

cants if the district has capacity. In another 13 states, school districts are allowed but not required

to accept non-resident students (Education Commission of the States, 2015). (See Figure 1.)

Economic literature to this point has found that mandatory IOE policies decrease the value

of houses in school districts with relatively good public schools. The equally-common situation

in which school districts can choose whether to accept non-resident students has received less

attention. This paper extends the discussion of how IOE affects property values by considering the

decision-making of school districts under optional IOE. Indiana is used as a test case.

Section 2 discusses existing findings about the effects of mandatory IOE on property values.

Section 3 explains the policy setting in Indiana and tests for the same relationship in Indiana, with

optional IOE. No relationship is detected. Section 4 considers how schools’ endogenous selection

into accepting transfer students might mute effects on house prices that are found with mandatory

IOE and presents empirical evidence that corroborates this story in Indiana. Section 5 discusses

the empirical evidence, considers policy implications, and concludes.
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2 Literature on capitalization effects of mandatory interdistrict

open enrollment

The premise of economic models which predict capitalization – a connection between locally pro-

vided public goods like schooling and house prices – is that limited availability of housing effectively

rations access to those public goods. As a result, the richest agents afford living in areas with the

best schools or other amenities. If the quality of amenities in a location changes, a corresponding

migration response occurs: Improved schools attract richer individuals to move in and poorer indi-

viduals can be priced out of the market. Worsened schools repel richer residents and the resulting

lower house prices attract poorer residents. This idea was introduced by Tiebout (1956) and Oates

(1969). Hilber (2015) provides a recent overview of the ensuing literature.

When open enrollment is introduced in such a model, the schooling options in a poor neigh-

borhood improve since residents now have the chance to attend a better school. Schooling options

in a rich neighborhood, on the other hand, do not change since residents already attend the best

available school. Under the simplifying assumptions that all residents value the relevant schools

equally and that transportation costs are nil, all residents of a poor neighborhood will apply to at-

tend school in a rich neighborhood. Some random portion α ∈ (0, 1] of non-resident applicants are

accepted. This chance α of attending a rich school while paying poor neighborhood housing prices

convinces some families to move from a rich to a poor neighborhood. The changes in demand for

housing implied by the previous sentence cause house prices to fall in rich neighborhoods and rise in

poor neighborhoods, until prices reach a new equilibrium. Formal models of how the introduction

of school choice can affect housing values are described and estimated by Nechyba (2000, 2003a,b);

Epple and Romano (2003); Ferreyra (2007); a concise, motivating version applied to interdistrict

open enrollment is presented in Section 4 of Reback (2005).

Reback (2005) empirically tests whether housing prices responded as described above upon

the introduction of open enrollment in Minnesota, with a difference-in-difference strategy. Using

ordinary least squares, he shows that house prices fell in districts which were net receivers of

transfer students and rose in districts that were net senders of transfer students. Lest we suspect

this result is anomalous, Brunner et al. (2012) conduct a similar study using data from 12 states that

implemented mandatory interdistrict open enrollment programs. Their findings regarding house
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prices are qualitatively the same as those of Reback (2005), though they appeal to instrumental

variables to eliminate supposed upward bias caused by families wanting to transfer into school

districts where prices are already increasing.1

3 Optional interdistrict open enrollment in Indiana

Consider now the case of Indiana. The goal of this section is to determine whether the shift in

house price capitalization detected in Minnesota and 11 other states upon the introduction of

mandatory IOE also occurred when Indiana implemented optional IOE. This study is performed

using confidential student-level enrollment and residency information from 2008 to 2015 provided

by the Indiana Department of Education and publicly-available parcel-level real estate data for the

same period provided by the Indiana Department of Local Government Finance.

3.1 Description of optional IOE in Indiana

Optional interdistrict open enrollment started in Indiana in 2010 as part of a larger overhaul of

the K-12 school funding system.2 The state government took over full responsibility for schools’

“General Fund,” which represents the majority of all K-12 education spending for traditional public

schools. This shift allowed a “funding follows the child” system under which schools are paid

on the basis of the number of students enrolled. Interdistrict open enrollment was then simply

implemented by the state agreeing to reimburse school corporations (Indiana’s name for local

education authorities) the same amount for resident students – who the school corporations are

required to accept – and non-resident students – who corporations may choose to accept.3

1Chung (2015) obtains similar results using data from South Korea.
2The basic organization of public schools in Indiana mirrors much of the rest of the country. The state is divided

into 289 geographic school districts. Each district has a local government called a school corporation, with an elected
board and power to levy property taxes, which is responsible to educate students who live within its geographic
boundaries. Students that live within a school district are typically assigned by the school corporation to a “school
of legal settlement” based on their residence, which is traditionally where students have attended.

3Public schools were previously allowed to enroll Indiana-resident students from outside their districts without
approval of the sending district, but the school would not be reimbursed. Instead, the school could charge tuition
and apply acceptance criteria for non-resident students similar to what a private school might do. Comparatively few
students transferred this way, and it should not have impacted property values because tution costs would eliminate
any opportunity to save money by living outside an expensive community while accessing its schools. The law also
allowed school districts to make bilateral agreements under which one district pays the other to provide services more
appropriate for specific children; this arrangement remains in force, and is mostly used to provide special education
or vocational training.

Under the new system, transfer students have to provide their own transportation and may still be required to pay
partial tuition. This payment covers expenses outside the General Fund – facilities, busing, and debt service – which
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The law was amended in 2013 to bar school corporations from “cherry picking” (selectively

admitting) non-resident students after complaints of that happening. If corporations choose to

participate at all, they must accept any non-resident student up to a limit set by the school

board each year for each school and grade. If more students apply than will be accepted, the

school board has to choose students randomly via a publicly-held lottery. Priority is given to

non-resident students already accepted in prior years, their siblings, and non-resident children of

school corporation employees. Unfortunately, these details of the selection mechanism are not

reflected in the data used for this study, causing two problems. First, while one can observe

which students transfer, a researcher does not know if students were denied admission in a lottery

or if the school corporation was willing to accept more transfer students than applied.4 Second,

one does not know which transfer students were given priority for acceptance because they are

siblings of transfer students or children of corporation employees. This hidden distinction obscures

whether school districts are accepting non-priority transfer students in a given school year.5 As

such, this paper will treat school districts as resisting transfer students if their transfer enrollment,

expressed as a percentage of total enrollment, is in the bottom quartile of school districts; that

is if less than 1.1 percent of enrollment is composed of transfer students. This classifier assumes

that even “undesirable” school districts can attract some transfer students if they wish. Figure

2 lends credibility to this notion. Of school districts where average test scores are worse than a

weighted average of their neighboring districts’ scores, 27 percent are in the bottom quartile of

transfer enrollment. 23 percent of districts with better test scores than their neighbors are in the

bottom quartile of transfer enrollment. One third of all transfer students attend a school district

with worse average test scores than the district where they live.

The number of students who open enroll has risen quickly since 2010, reaching 36,000 students or

about 3.2% of statewide enrollment in the 2014-2015 school year. The share of enrollment made up

are still funded via by local property taxes. Anecdotally, many school corporations forgo this partial tuition payment
to attract more transfer students.

4Transfers are directly observed using an “Enrollment Type” field filled by schools and indirectly observed by
noting which students enroll in a different school district from the one in which they reside.

5This is an opportunity to note three suggestions for state education officials: (1) Publish corporation-level totals
of the number of students transferring into and out of school districts to improve transparency. (2) Expand, clarify,
and enforce the requirement for corporations to report the number of students they are willing to accept in each school
and grade. Some corporations do not seem to meet the minimum reporting requirements, and centralized reporting
would improve the state’s ability to evaluate how widely available interdistrict open enrollment is. (3) When school
districts report that a student is a transfer student, also include whether the student was given priority as a sibling
or child of an employee. These changes will clarify acceptance rates for applicants without special priority.
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by non-resident transfer students varies widely across districts, ranging from 0% transfer students

in 22 districts to 35% transfer students in Daleville Community Schools in 2014-2015.6 Because

the mechanism for open enrollment to affect property values in theoretical models is the threat of

families changing residence (rather than staying put and changing their school enrollment), it is

interesting to classify Indiana transfer students along those lines. Of the 69,000 unique students

who have transferred for the first time since the start of the program, 50,000 were observed in the

year before transferring. Of those, 35% continued living in the same school district but changed

the school corporation where they enrolled upon transferring, and 40% stayed enrolled in the

same corporation but changed the district where they reside upon transferring. (The remaining

25% changed both their district of residence and corporation of enrollment.)7 This breakdown is

consistent with theoretical models that predict open enrollment will cause a re-sorting of families

into neighborhoods.

3.2 Capitalization effects of optional IOE in Indiana

As a first step in analyzing Indiana’s optional open enrollment program, this section replicates

as nearly as possible the main analyses of house prices presented by Reback (2005) and Brunner

et al. (2012) using data from Indiana. That is, pre- and post-open enrollment housing prices are

compared in districts which received varying levels of transfer students. This analysis does not

find the inverse relationship between receipt of transfer students and movement of house prices

described by the earlier authors who studied mandatory programs.

Panel 1 of Table 1 presents these results from Indiana in a variety of specifications. The first

column presents the basic OLS regression including 92,000 arms-length housing transactions from

6The focus of this paper is school corporations’ decisions, and school corporations cannot directly control whether a
student transfers out of the corporation. That is why more emphasis is placed on the number of students transferring
“into” a school corporations than the number transferring “out.”

7The number of transfer students who change enrollment is mostly uncorrelated with the number of moves overall,
whereas the number of transfer students who change residence has nearly a 1-to-1 correlation with the number of
moves overall.
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2010 and 2015:8

HousePriceidt = α0 + α1%NetTransfersdt + α2Yeart + HouseCharsidΓ + FEdΘ + εid (1)

where i, d, and t signify the individual real estate transaction, school district, and year respectively;

HousePriceidt is the house’s sale price; %NetTransfersdt is the number of incoming transfers students

minus the number of outgoing transfer students divided by the total number of students residing in

the district in each year; and HouseCharsid is a vector of characteristics of the transacted houses.9

The estimated coefficient on %NetTransfersdt is statistically insignificant and positive – counter

to the models described above which predict a negative coefficient. In his study of Minnesota,

Reback’s (2005) analogous regression obtained a negative, statistically significant coefficient, which

served as his main result. In their multi-state study, however, Brunner et al. (2012) get a similar

result to this when using OLS – insignificant with the “wrong” sign.

To explain this finding, Brunner et al. (2012) raise a concern of reverse causality – that students

might be more drawn to transfer to schools in districts with upward trending house prices – leading

to a positively biased estimate of α1, the effect of receiving transfer students. Those authors devise

two instruments for %NetTransfersd (which the current paper also uses in a 2SLS model in Column

2), variables they do not believe to directly affect short-term trends in house prices and that predict

the movement of transfer students:

1. RacialDifferenced, the difference between the percentage of students in district d who are

designated as white and the percentage of students in surrounding districts who are designated

as white, and

2. Nneighbors
d , the number of adjacent districts.

Using these instruments, Brunner et al. (2012) obtain the negative, significant result predicted by

theory. In Indiana’s case, the coefficient becomes negative but is still far from statistical significance,

8This number represents about 40 percent of all transactions statewide in those years. County assessors indicate
whether a housing transaction is a valid arms-length transaction for use in trending of property tax assessments.
Transactions with reported sale price below $1,000 and above $1,000,000 are also eliminated as outliers. Similar
results are obtained using all real estate transactions.

9House characteristics include living area, age at sale, building frame type, assessor-assigned grades for original
construction quality and current condition, number of bedrooms and bathrooms, garage and basement type, and
whether the house has air conditioning and a fireplace.
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as seen in Table 1, Panel 1.

One may be concerned that something is different between the houses sold in Indiana before and

after the introduction of open enrollment that is not captured by housing characteristics included

in the model. To address this worry, Column 3 restricts the sample to repeat sales – houses sold

once in 2009-2010 and again in 2014-2015. This group comprises about 12,000 houses or 24,000

transactions. The vector of housing characteristics in the regression is replaced by a fixed effect

for each house. Column 4 presents results from the 2SLS regression with repeat sales and the two

instrumental variables used earlier. As in the first two columns, the results of Columns 3 and 4 are

statistically insignificant. All four specifications fail to provide evidence that the introduction of

optional IOE affected capitalization of school quality into house prices in Indiana.

4 Selection into IOE on the basis of heterogeneous capitalization

4.1 Theoretical discussion

Why might receiving transfer students hurt local house prices when it is mandatory but not when

districts can choose whether to accept transfer students? One explanation is that districts selectively

participate in a way that avoids or minimizes this effect. How would that process work?

The theoretical relationship between quality of schools and house prices posited in Section 3

relies on an assumption that the number of houses with access to a school is fixed (i.e., housing sup-

ply is perfectly inelastic). This is the mechanism by which access to schools is rationed, provoking

a difference in house prices between school attendance zones of differing quality. If an unlimited

amount of housing could be build at constant cost in any school attendance zone (i.e., if housing

supply were perfectly elastic), nothing would stop residents of a poor neighborhood from moving

into a “rich” neighborhood as long as the “rich” school were better.

Debate about the nature of housing supply elasticity traces back to the time of Tiebout and

continues today. What seems clear is that housing supply elasticity generally falls somewhere

between the two extremes of perfectly inelastic or perfectly elastic and that it varies from place to

place (Hilber, 2015; Brasington, 2002). Research on spatial variations in housing supply elasticity

points to factors such as urban density (Brasington, 2002; Hilber, 2010; Stadelmann and Billon,

2012), land use regulations (Hilber et al., 2014), natural land features (Saiz, 2010), and whether
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house prices are below replacement cost (Glaeser and Gyourko, 2005) as determinants.

In a school district with relatively elastic housing supply – possibly a steadily growing suburb

with ample farm land, low regulation, and a competitive construction industry – house prices

should be held close to the cost of new construction. If prices of existing homes were to rise, home

buyers would favor new houses over existing houses. Were prices of existing houses to fall below

construction cost, the pace of construction would slow until existing home prices rose again. In a

school district with relatively inelastic housing supply – due to physical, legal, or market constraints

– the quantity response to a demand shock would be muted, “freeing” prices to stray from the price

of new construction on the basis of factors like school quality.

This difference between school districts with elastic and inelastic housing supply matters in the

implementation of open enrollment because the ensuing demand shock (either positive or negative,

depending on the desirability of the district’s schools relative to its neighbors’s schools) will affect

house prices in districts with inelastic housing supply more strongly. (See Figure 3.) To the extent

that property owners who want to preserve their housing values have influence over elected school

boards, school boards in places with relatively inelastic housing supply will be less inclined to accept

transfer students.

4.2 Empirical evidence

Empirical evaluation of the idea that housing supply elasticity affects districts’ willingness to accept

transfer students requires a way to measure housing supply elasticity. Direct estimation of this

quantity requires a large enough sample of variation in school quality (or other local public service)

to run a regression. This constraint results in a single estimate over a sizable geographic area, which

is not ideal for capturing heterogeneity. More geographically precise measures can be obtained using

proxies for housing supply elasticity that are directly observable, like available land for development

or proximity to a city center. This section first uses a proxy measure of housing supply elasticity to

test whether (1) house prices really react more strongly to interdistrict open enrollment in locations

with less elastic housing supply and whether (2) school districts enroll less transfer students when

housing supply is less elastic. Finally, a direct measure of housing supply elasticity is developed

and it is shown that (3) housing supply is less elastic in places that accept few transfer students.

The proxy measure used for housing supply elasticity is the share of developable land in a school
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district that has been developed (% Developed), following Hilber and Mayer (2009). The idea is

that housing supply is less responsive to price changes when less land is available on which to build.

This measure is constructed using USGS’s National Land Cover Database 2006, matched to school

districts with GIS software.10 Direct measurement of housing supply elasticity is done by a hedonic

regression, which is explained further below.

4.2.1 Are housing prices more sensitive to interdistrict open enrollment in densely

developed locations?

The story of this paper is that school districts with inelastic housing supply resist accepting non-

resident transfer students because they are afraid of damaging local house values. Most districts

that do accept transfer students are those in which house prices are barely affected by the negative

housing demand shock that accepting non-resident transfer students represents. For this reason,

no statistically significant relationship between housing prices and receipt of transfer students is

found for the average school district in Indiana.

The first step in testing this story empirically is to show whether the relatively few transfer

students accepted by school districts with inelastic housing supply have a detectable, negative effect

on housing prices. Doing so demonstrates whether school districts with inelastic housing supply

really have “something to fear” from enrolling non-resident transfer students.11 The regression

from Equation 1 – which failed to find a mean effect of transfer students on house prices – can

be modified for this test by adding an interaction term that multiplies % Net Transfers and %

Developed :

HousePriceidt = α0 + α1%NetTransfersdt + α2%NetTransfersdt ·% Developedd

+ α3Yeart + HouseCharsidΓ + FEdΘ + εid (2)

Larger % Net Transfers means a more negative housing demand shock and larger % Developed

proxies for less elastic housing supply. Thus, a negative coefficient on their product α2 would

indicate that transfer students bring housing prices down by more when housing supply is less

10Land is considered undevelopable if designated as water, wetlands, or barren.
11In their studies of states with mandatory IOE, Reback (2005) and Brunner et al. (2012) find that housing prices

respond to IOE more strongly in urban areas than rural areas, which presumably have more elastic housing supply.
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elastic. (See Figure 3.)

Table 1, Panel 2 presents the results of this regression, where the four columns mirror those found

in Panel 1, plus the interaction term. The OLS regressions in Columns 1 and 3 are very imprecise

just as in Panel 1, perhaps reflecting districts’ self selection into receiving transfer students. The

IV regressions in Columns 2 and 4 have a negative coefficient on the interaction term as expected,

but the coefficients are still fairly imprecise. They are “significant” at the 0.12 and 0.10 levels,

respectively. Altogether, the second panel of Table 1 provides imprecise evidence that school

districts with inelastic housing supply might really have “something to fear” from accepting transfer

students.

4.2.2 What factors predict transfer enrollment?

Another empirical exercise to test the story told in Section 4.1 – of school districts self-selecting

into interdistrict open enrollment on the basis of housing price elasticity – is to construct a simple

model of how school districts’ enrollment of transfer students is determined and check whether %

Developed, the proxy measure for housing supply elasticity, is a significant determinant. To this end,

Column 1 of Table 2 presents results of a regression of the share of each school district’s 2014-2015

enrollment made up of non-resident transfer students on the following list of independent variables:

• % Developed : The share of developable land in a school district that is developed, serving as

a proxy for degree of housing supply inelasticity.

• % Transfers Sent : The number of residents of a school district enrolled as transfer students

in another district, normalized by the home district’s enrollment.

• % Max Residency : Number of public school students residing in the school corporation as

a percentage of the maximum residency in that district since 2005. This is intended as a

measure of schools’ capacity utilization.

• Better Test Scores than Neighbors: Difference between a district’s average standardized test

scores and average scores in neighboring districts, weighted by enrollment.

• Higher Share White than Neighbors: Difference between proportion of a district’s students

designated as white and proportion of white students in neighboring districts, again weighted
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by enrollment.

• Number of Neighboring Districts: The intuition is that having more nearby school districts

increases the pool of non-resident students who might apply to enroll.

• % Charter Enrollment and % Voucher Enrollment : Percent of public school students residing

in the school district enrolled in charter schools, virtual charter schools, or private schools

using a state-provided voucher.

The coefficient on % Developed in Column 1 of Table 2 indicates that having more development

in a district (indicating less elastic housing supply) predicts lower transfer enrollment. A one

standard deviation increase in % Developed – when 26 percentage points more of a school district’s

land is developed – lowers the predicted share of transfer students by 1 percentage point. For

a district with the mean share of transfer students, that would be a one sixth decrease. Other

significant predictors of transfer enrollment are % Transfers Sent and % Max Residency (indicating

that school districts enroll more transfer students when their resident enrollment is below capacity),

Better Test Scores than Neighbors, Number of Neighboring Districts, and Higher Share White than

Neighbors.

A weakness of this exercise is that, even assuming the connection between transfer enrollment

and % Developed is causal, it is unclear whether the relationship is driven by supply (by schools)

or demand (by students) since these two factors are not distinguished in the available data. For-

tunately, an asymmetry in the design of Indiana’s optional IOE program can be used to help

distinguish supply-driven factors from demand-driven factors: School districts are able to choose

whether to accept transfer applicants from outside their district but not whether students residing

inside their district can transfer out. If the link between % Developed and % Transfers Received

is driven by students’ demands, then we can expect to find the opposite relationship between %

Developed and % Transfers Sent, since students influence the number of transfer students both

sent and received in a district. However, if the connection between % Developed and % Transfers

Received is driven by schools’ supply of transfer spots, there is no reason to expect a relationship

between % Developed and % Transfers Sent, since schools control the number of transfer students

received but not the number sent.12

12This idea can be expressed in slightly more detail with the following illustrative model. Imagine that a student
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Column 2 of Table 2 presents a regression with the same independent variables as found in

Column 1, but using % Transfers Sent as the dependent variable (and adding % Transfers Received

as an independent variable). The coefficient on % Developed in Column 2 of Table 2 is close to zero,

insignificant, and has a small standard error, consistent with the story that schools, not students,

are the ones deciding to limit enrollment of transfer students when housing supply is inelastic.13

An obvious threat to the line of analysis pursued in this subsection is omitted variable bias.

There are likely numerous factors driving schools’ enrollment of transfer students which are not

considered here but that would affect the results. It is also unclear how well the degree of land

development in a school district proxies for housing supply elasticity. Section 4.2.3 presents evidence

to address these issues.

4.2.3 Direct estimation of housing supply elasticity, separately by share transfer en-

rollment

A final way of assessing whether housing supply elasticity is associated with school districts’ enroll-

ment of transfer students is to directly estimate housing supply elasticity, separately for different

groups of school districts. Doing so reveals that school districts which enroll few transfer students

have less elastic housing supply than districts which enroll many transfer students.

The message of this exercise does not go beyond what was argued in Section 4.2.2 – to suggest

i picks the school s that maximizes his value function:

max
s∈S

Vis = Qualitys + Costis,

and that school districts set their enrollment limits for transfer students using some unknown function Fs. If a
regressor is linked to Qualitys and does not enter schools’ decision function Fs, we expect it to have opposite
effects on the number of transfer students received and the number of transfer students sent. That is, for a student
transferring from District A to District B, a factor drawing him to District B is a factor driving him away from
District A. If a regressor is linked to Costis and does not enter schools’ decision function Fs, we might expect it to
have the same effect in determining the number of transfers students received and sent. For example, if a school
district covers a small land area, it is easier for students to both transfer into the school district and out of the school
district. Finally, if a regressor does not enter the students’ value function Vis but enters into school corporations’
decision function Fs, we expect it to be predictive of transfers received but not transfers sent, following the logic
that school districts can influence the former but not the latter. This informal reasoning does not account for spatial
correlation among regressors or the possibility that a regressor is tied to multiple drivers of open enrollment, but it
expresses the intuition used to compare Columns 1 and 2 of Table 2.

13In addition to the results for % Developed, the results in Column 2 are also consistent with Better Test Scores
than Neighbors being a pull/push factor and Number of Neighboring Districts being a factor that brings down costs
of transferring. The coefficients on % Max Residency could be interpreted as indicating it is a factor associated
with costs of transferring or, more intuitively, that it affects students’ desire to transfer and districts’ desire to enroll
transfer students in opposite directions. The coefficients on Higher Share White then Neighbors seem to indicate that
this is a supply-driven factor and that school districts with more white students than their neighbors are happier to
enroll transfer students. The intuition for this last result seems unclear.
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that school districts resist accepting transfer students when housing supply is inelastic – but it

rests on a stronger footing since housing supply elasticity is measured directly. The proxy measure

used in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, % Developed, only captures one determinant of housing supply

elasticity, physical land availability. Other determinants like land use regulation (Hilber et al., 2014)

and prices relative to replacement cost (Glaeser and Gyourko, 2005) have so far been ignored.

The estimation procedure begins with dividing the state into districts in the bottom quartile

of transfer enrollment, with less than 1.1 percent transfer students (indicating that the district

has likely chosen not to participate in open enrollment), and school districts in the top three

quartiles of transfer enrollment (indicating more enthusiasm about open enrollment). A hedonic

regression is then conducted separately for each group of school districts to test whether school

quality is reflected in house prices in that group of school districts. The groups of school districts

are mapped in Figure 4. Table 3 shows the result of the hedonic regression:

HousePriceid = β0 + β1TestScores2005d + β2Yeart + HouseCharsidΓ + εid

where the notation is the same as used in Section 3 and TestScores2005d is the average standardized

test score from 2005 of students enrolled in the neighborhood elementary school.14 Column 1

shows the results from the whole state. Column 2 includes the bottom quartile of transfer-receiving

districts, and Column 3 includes the top three quartiles of school districts for non-resident student

enrollment. The results of Column 2 and 3 are strikingly different, with much stronger evidence

that school quality is capitalized into house prices in school districts that receive fewer transfer

students.

This “hedonic regression” is a relatively crude method of estimating the contribution of school

quality to house prices; researchers worry about problems of omitted variables bias in such a

regression (Black, 1999). However, the intention here is not to produce a reliable estimate of

the effect itself, but to contrast the size of estimates for school districts receiving few and many

transfer students. Even if the “effect” of good schools detected here is partially attributable to other

14School attendance zones are observed using the National Center for Education Statistics’ (NCES) School At-
tendance Boundary Survey (SABS) of primary schools for 2013-2014. For houses located in overlapping school
attendance zones (i.e., where multiple schools draw students from the same area), houses are assigned to the school
with the smallest ratio of enrolled students to houses in the attendance zone. The idea is that schools with the
densest residential spread of students are likely the ones considered to be “neighborhood schools”. Note that only
houses that have been sold from 2008 to 2015 are considered.
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neighborhood amenities (since good schools are usually present in neighborhoods with many nice

attributes), a positive coefficient in this regression still shows that local public goods are capitalized

into house prices in those school districts.

Regression discontinuity studies, which look for sudden jumps in house prices at school atten-

dance boundaries, are generally believed to provide better estimates of house price capitalization

(Black, 1999). A regression discontinuity study was not used in this case because that type of study

requires a concentration of houses near each school attendance boundaries to detect any jump in

house prices. Most rural school districts would be excluded from such a study. Given that housing

density (i.e., lack of land on which to build) is seen as a major driver of housing supply inelasticity,

a regression discontinuity study would not represent a balanced sample of Indiana school districts.

5 Conclusion

The thesis of this paper is that a state policy allowing and facilitating school districts to accept non-

resident students does not have the same effect on local housing values as a policy requiring school

districts to accept non-resident students. Both theoretical and empirical literature find that the

introduction of mandatory interdistrict open enrollment lowers housing values in desirable school

districts and raises housing values in undesirable school districts. In contrast, using Indiana as a

test case for states where interdistrict open enrollment is optional for school districts, this paper

fails to find co-movement of housing prices and transfer students.

This contrast can be explained by the combination of heterogeneous rates of capitalization of

school quality into housing prices and selective participation in open enrollment by school districts.

Theory predicts that places with more flexible housing supply should have a looser link between

school quality and housing values. Thus, school districts where housing values are least threatened

by open enrollment are more likely to embrace it. A possible mechanism for this selection to happen

is that homeowners understand the connection between house prices and school quality and wield

influence on the local education authority accordingly. That is, it seems unlikely that a whole

neighborhood of property owners would possess something worth several thousand dollars to each

– exclusive access to a high quality local school – and that they would fail to realize it and protect it.

In places where exclusive access to the local schools is worth more, we might expect homeowners to
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work harder to protect it. Homeowners have a ready channel to influence their school corporation’s

actions by voting in the local school board election or even attempting to join the school board.

In a similar story, Brunner et al. (2001) and Brunner and Sonstelie (2003) show that California

homeowners in high performing school districts consciously opposed a referendum proposing school

vouchers out of fear that their property values would be negatively affected. Section 4.2.1 gives

evidence consistent with this story. Even if residents or school authorities do not consciously select

their level of participation in interdistrict open enrollment based on the likely impacts on house

prices, it is still true that districts with weaker capitalization of school quality into house prices

seem to enroll more transfer students. This relationship is shown in Section 4.2.3.

Optional interdistrict open enrollment policies like the one in Indiana exist in 13 states (ECS,

2015). That is the same number of states that have mandatory open enrollment policies. One

might say that the message to policymakers from earlier research on this topic is that exogenously-

assigned interdistrict open enrollment can have surprising effects on house prices. This paper offers

the counterpoint that, to varying degrees depending on state policy, levels of interdistrict open

enrollment are actually endogenously determined and that this endogeneity significantly blunts

unintended impacts on house prices.15 Unfortunately, making open enrollment optional also blunts

the intended effect of the policy by denying access to open enrollment for many students.

15Even in states with nominally mandatory IOE, school districts retain some ability to influence the number of
transfer students they accept (Reback, 2008).
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Figure 1: States with General, Statewide Interdistrict Open Enrollment Programs
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Note: 20 other states have interdistrict open enrollment programs (optional or mandatory) for a
limited subset of students or which require approval of the “home district. (ECS, 2015)”
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Figure 2: Transfer enrollment and test scores relative to students in neighboring districts
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Figure 3: Effects of a housing demand shock on price with heterogeneous housing supply elasticity
(Hilber (2015) Figure 1, Panel C)
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Figure 4: School Districts’ Acceptance of Transfer Students
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Table 1: Changes in Housing Prices upon the Introduction of Voluntary Open Enrollment

House Sale Price

Arm’s-length Sales Repeat Sales
OLS IV OLS IV
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel 1

% Net Transfers 6447 −25237 18860 37419
(13276) (53588) (21337) (71985)

Panel 2

% Net Transfers 9619 243265 2962 602775*
(14339) (177197) (25286) (346887)

% Net Transfers* −9008 −465191 46988 −1026052*
% Developed (36263) (298424) (116478) (617688)

House Sales 92,676 23,888
School Districts 281 277
Years 2010, 2015 2008-2010, 2014-2016
Mean $139,405 $154,867
S.D $95,021 $93,251

Notes: The dependent variable is house sale price. The independent variables of
interest are (1) the net inflow of transfer students in a school district, calculated as
the number of incoming transfers students minus the number of outgoing transfer
students divided by the number of students residing in the school district and (2)
the above variable multiplied by the proportion of usable land in school district
that has been developed (only included in Panel 2). The regressions in columns 1-
2 also control for a vector of house characteristics and a school district fixed effect.
The regressions in columns 3-4 control for a house fixed effect. Columns 2 and
4 instrument for net inflow of transfers students using difference in proportion of
students who are designated as white between the school district and its neighbors
and the number of neighboring school districts, following Brunner et al. (2012).
Standard errors are clustered by school district.
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Table 2: Factors which predict transfer enrollment

% Transfers Received % Transfers Sent
(1) (2)

% Transfers Sent 0.383***
(0.114)

% Transfers Received 0.105**
(0.044)

% Developed −0.041** 0.003
(0.020) (0.010)

% Max Residency −0.132** −0.110**
(0.064) (0.043)

Better Test Scores than Neighbors 0.088*** −0.054***
(0.031) (0.015)

Higher Share White than Neighbors 0.120** −0.031
(0.058) (0.026)

Number of Neighboring Districts −0.005** −0.003**
(0.002) (0.001)

% Charter Enrollment 0.215 −0.037
(0.129) (0.111)

% Voucher Enrollment −0.217 −0.265
(0.239) (0.173)

N 286 286
Mean 0.063 0.045
S.D 0.078 0.042

Notes: The dependent variable in Column 1 is percentage of each school corporation’s 2014-
2015 enrollment composed of transfer students, % Transfers Received. In Column 2, the
dependent variable is the number of a district’s resident students enrolled as transfer students
outside the district divided by the corresponding school corporation’s enrollment, % Transfers
Sent. % Developed is the share of each school district’s developable land that is already
developed. % Max Residency is the number of students who resided in the school district in
2015 divided by the maximum number of students residing in the school district from 2005
to 2015. Better Test Scores than Neighbors is the difference between a district’s average
standardized test scores and average scores in neighboring districts, weighted by enrollment.
Higher Share White than Neighbors is similarly the difference between percentage of students
enrolled in the school district and the neighboring districts, weighted by enrollment. %
Charter Enrollment and % Voucher Enrollment are the share of school district residents
enrolled in a charter school or in a private school using a voucher, respectively. Robust
standard errors are listed in parentheses with significance levels designated by * p < 0.10,
** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01.
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Table 3: Capitalization of School Quality into House Price

House Sale Price

Neighborhood Whole State ≤ 1% Transfers In > 1% Transfers In
School Quality (1) (2) (3)

16692** 21307*** 14420
(6992) (3407) (10154)

House Sales 274,199 108,841 166,055
Schools 690 286 404
Mean $138,646 $150,431 $130,921
S.D $94,863 $98,750 $91,406

Notes: The dependent variable is house sale price. The independent variable of
interest is the average 2005 standardized test score of students at the associated
neighborhood school. The regressions also control for a vector of house characteristics.
Transactions from 2008-2016 are used. Column 1 includes transactions from the
whole state, Column 2 includes transactions from school districts whose enrollment
of transfer students is less than 1/100th of the number of students residing in that
district, and Column 3 includes transactions from all other school districts.
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